### Objective
To formulate an action plan for improve disaster education system (plans) in respective countries, by analyzing the current situation and obtaining knowledge and skills for disaster education in Japan.

### Outcome
1. To understand the policy, plan and system of disaster education in national and local level in Japan.
2. To understand history and background the policy, plan and system of disaster education in advance prefecture.
3. To learn disaster education activities and actual practices in el-hi schools.
4. To learn the methods and tools to promote disaster education in each country.
5. To make an action plan for improve a plan of disaster education in respective organizations/countries.

### Contents
- Japanese policy and law on Education and DRR
- Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030 and Japan’s contribution
- Local government’s strategy and policy for disaster education
- Disaster education in standard subject (ex. mathematics, language and science etc)
- Unique program of Hyogo Prefecture on the team “EARTH” (Emergency and Rescue Team by school staff in Hyogo), history and background, activities
- Developing history and latest situation in the Miyagi and the Kumamoto prefecture
- Disaster education in el-hi school, annual plan and curriculum management
- Actual practice in advance schools
- DRR system and drill in collaborate with community
- Observation to museums for rising awareness
- DRR educational event “Iza! Kaeru Caravan!” produced by NPO
- Tools, methods and practices of disaster education
- Observation to the remains of earthquake and monuments hand down to posterity
- Presentation of job report
- Action plan presentation

### Target Organization / Group
- Public organizations responsible for disaster education at central or local government level (Most preferably, Department of Education at a local government or Ministry of Education)
- Officer in charge of disaster education
- Work experience with more than 3 years in the related field